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Comments for Planning Application 2020/0068/DET

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 2020/0068/DET

Address: Land At Clova Estate Glen Clova

Proposal: Retrospective planning permission for the upgrading of an existing track, including

widening, the use of imported material and the installation of drainage

Case Officer: Edward Swales

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr George Allan

Address: 7 Bothwell Terrace Pitmedden Ellon

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Member of Public

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:I am writing on behalf of the North East Mountain Trust (NEMT), a Scottish Charity

based in the Grampian area, which represents the interests of hill-goers and those who enjoy

visiting wild land. NEMT membership, comprising twelve hillwalking and climbing clubs along with

individual members, totals over 900 people.

 

NEMT objects because the upgrading of the track is of a poor standard.. In addition, there are

aspects of the supporting statement which need to be clarified.

The reason for the upgrading of the track is unclear. It is stated that it is for agriculture and

forestry. Para 3.4 appears to acknowledge that there is sporting use. Is this another example of

applicants being coy about the actual purposes of a track? Para 2.2 states that 'the track supports

the role of tourism and recreation' but does not say how; in addition, this does not fit with the

statement that the track is for agricultural and forestry use. Once the true purpose of the track is

clarified, a decision can be taken as to whether it is required at all or what its proper width should

be.

The track is described variously as a 'track' and a 'path'. This is ambiguous; for the sake of clarity,

it is important to stress that the application refers to a track and a very substantial one at that.

Despite what is stated, the track has a very significant visual impact both close up and from

various points at a distance. Only one 'distance photo', taken from a particular angle, is provided.

To reduce its visual impact, here should be a central vegetation strip..

Paras 2.3 and 2.4 raise as yet unanswered questions as to whether there are environmental

impacts.

Will the upgraded track contribute to flooding (despite para 2.17 which states that it reduces flood

risk)?.

The track is poorly constructed. The fine surface material will erode, especially where it is too



steep, and there are no water bars. A blue plastic culvert is unfinished-it sticks out at both ends.

The worst part of the upgrade is the ditch on the west side. It is over-engineered and crudely

constructed. It makes the track look wider than it is. In places the track is beginning to erode into it.

Unless they already have consent, two aspects need to be included in the application. These are

a) the unnecessarily large turning area at the bottom b) the spur track and bridge at 327 736. Is

the purpose of the latter access to the plantation? There is no track beyond the bridge so vehicles

are churning up the vegetation.
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Dot Harris

From: WyllieWK <WyllieWK@angus.gov.uk>
Sent: 13 March 2020 12:45
To: Dot Harris
Subject: FW: Comments for Planning Application 20/00021/FULL

Categories: Comments

Good afternoon Dot, 
 
Please find an objection to the above planning application. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Walter Wyllie | Planning Officer - Development Standards | Angus Council | wylliewk@angus.gov.uk | 01307 492632 | 
www.angus.gov.uk 
 
From: publicaccess@angus.gov.uk [mailto:publicaccess@angus.gov.uk]  
Sent: 12 March 2020 22:48 
To: WyllieWK 
Subject: Comments for Planning Application 20/00021/FULL 
 

 

 Comments summary 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Planning Application comments have been made. A summary of the comments is provided below. 

Comments were submitted at 12/03/2020 10:48 PM from Mr david mitchell. 

Application Summary 

Address: Land At Clova Estate Glen Clova  

Proposal: 
Retrospective planning permission for the upgrading of an existing track, including 
widening, the use of imported material and the installation of drainage  

Case Officer: Walter Wyllie  

 
Click for further information 

 

Customer Details 

Name: Mr david mitchell 

Email: 

Address: 6 henry street kirriemuie DD8 5DL 

 

Comments Details 
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Commenter 
Type: 

Member of Public 

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application 

Reasons for 
comment: 

 

Comments: No planning given for this . Against the policies of Cairngorm National Park . An Eyesore . 
Damage to underlying carbon catching peat.Path will not be used for agricultural purposes but 
likely to transport shooters . Environmental damage to plantlife . Will act like a drainage pitch 
and affect sphagnum mosses and peat layers nearby. 

 
Kind regards  

  
 
  
This message is strictly confidential. If you have received this in error, please inform the sender and remove it from 
your system. If received in error you may not copy, print, forward or use it or any attachment in any way. This 
message is not capable of creating a legal contract or a binding representation and does not represent the views of 
Angus Council. Emails may be monitored for security and network management reasons. Messages containing 
inappropriate content may be intercepted. Angus Council does not accept any liability for any harm that may be 
caused to the recipient system or data on it by this message or any attachment.  



Campaigning for the  
Conservation of Wild Land in Scotland 

Publisher of Scottish Wild Land News 

___________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Website www.swlg.org.uk Follow us on Facebook & Twitter

Registered Scottish Charity SC004014

Beryl Leatherland 
Convenor 

57 Charles Way 
Limekilns 

Fife 
KY11 3LH 

Planning Authority 
Cairngorm National Park                                                                                                                    01/04/2020 
The Square 
Grantown-on-Spey                                                                                                                Our Ref: CNP02DET 
Highland PH26 3HG 

Dear Sir 

Planning Reference: 2020/0068/DET Retrospective planning permission for the upgrading of an 
existing track, including widening, the use of imported material and the installation of drainage.  
Land at Clova Estate, Glen Clova. 

I am writing on behalf of the Scottish Wild Land Group to OBJECT to this application. We are a 
registered Scottish charity, SC004014. We have several aims and objectives, among which are the 
promotion and encouragement of good planning policies and to campaign to safeguard against 
inappropriate developments.   

We consider that several aspects of this track and the retrospective planning application represent 
an inappropriate development in the National Park and that it does not comply with the 
requirements or the spirit of the National Park [Scotland] Act 2000 or the good planning policies of 
the Park Authority and the Park’s Partnership Plan. 

The application is inadequate as precise information is lacking in several essential areas, particularly 
construction details and the omission of environmental protection measures.  In addition, the 
Applicant’s agent makes assurances that are not backed up by evidence in their “Planning 
Statement”.  This gives a lack of confidence as to whether the construction and necessary 
improvements would be/have been carried out well, whether the track is needed and clarity and 
precision regarding its purpose, whether drainage and environmental protection would be in place 
and implemented effectively, to mention only a few obvious flaws. 

SPECIFIC POINTS 

1.  Ecology/EIA.  In our deliberations, we have considered the setting of the proposal and its location 
in the National Park, particularly local natural heritage designations. The site is in the Cairngorms 
Massif Special Protection Area [SPA] which qualifies under Article 4.1 of the European Birds Directive 
[transposed into the Habitats Regulations (Scotland) Amended 2012].  The SPA supports a breeding 
population of European importance of the Annex 1 species Golden Eagle, Aquila chrysaetos.  Indeed 
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Glen Clova is active eagle territory and the writer has observed these birds of prey in the glen and 
surrounding hills. 
 The site ultimately drains into the very nearby River South Esk.  This river and its tributaries have a 
Special Area of Conservation [SAC] recognition, and its qualifying interests are Atlantic Salmon and 
Fresh Water Pearl Mussel.  In the case of the former species, the range of ecological conditions in 
the river, due to the strong nutrient gradient along its length, allows it to support the full range of 
life history types with sub-populations of spring salmon, summer salmon and grilse all being present. 
In the case of the Pearl Mussel, this particular river is of immense value in the conservation of this 
species; for this reason it was an important location during the Pearls in Peril project. The South Esk 
is particularly notable for juvenile abundance which indicates successful recruitment in a currently 
healthy population, rare in Scotland.  The site is at the south eastern range of the species which 
depends for its survival on a healthy salmon host population, clear water free of suspended solids, 
an undisturbed gravel bed and of course a lack of poaching. Such habitats although they are aquatic, 
are dependent for their health on sensitive and good land management practices. We note that SNH 
have been contacted, and we consider that an EIA opinion re an Appropriate Assessment/Habitats 
Regulations Appraisal is essential. We are aware that SNH employees will be observing the current 
shutdown and ask that adequate time is given for their consideration of the application and receipt 
of their response. 
In the Planning Statement, the Applicant’s agent states at 2.13 [which should maybe be 2.23] that 
“There are not considered to be significant ecological impacts associated with the development, as 
the proposal relates to the upgrade of an existing track”; and later that there is “no known impact on 
nature conservation interests”. We disagree; no ecological impacts have been assessed – there is no 
accompanying Ecology Report which would identify the habitats, flora and fauna present, potential 
impacts on them due to the proposal, their significance to qualifying species and suggestions for 
feasible mitigation.  The fact that there is a track there already is totally irrelevant; improvement 
work must be carried out on site and hence due assessment must be done. Presumably when the 
track was first upgraded from the original the potential for ecological disturbance was not 
considered at that stage as there was no application submitted?  We are not in a position to judge 
this as we do not know the details of when the track was made.  We would however point out that 
as this could be considered to be a moorland habitat that timing of the improvement works to avoid 
avian breeding seasons could be essential if there are ground nesting birds in the area, and a 
suitable condition of planning could be set. 

2.  Purpose of the track.  This is very unclear, the application mentions livestock [sheep] 
management  thereby giving an agricultural purpose, there is mention of forestry needs but these 
are not specified, shooting/hunting access requirements [for which a full application is always 
required] and recreation [again, for which a full application is required].  It is claimed that the 
Applicant did not realise that a full application was required to build this track.  We are aware, from 
frequent visits to the area over decades that this is primarily a shooting access track.  Our view is 
that the Applicant must be more specific over the primary purpose of the track and we accept that 
to some extent many such tracks are multi-use, but this can be quantified. 

3.  Construction details.  The application as presented is very inadequate and lacks essential detail. 

3.1. Design: the track goes straight up a slope, only slightly diagonally from the diagrams provided, 
and in order to avoid erosion of the proposed loose surface appropriate track design should be/have 
been employed.  No site-specific details have been given other than a hand drawn sketch, which 
does not reflect the level of care and design required.  There is no evidence that either the excellent 
SNH guidance document has been referred to and acted on or, should the primary purpose be 
claimed forestry use, that used by the forestry industry.  
3.2. Robustness: the track will be carrying vehicles, some of them heavy.  There are no construction 
details specifying how the track will be/has been built for its sustainable use over a long period of 
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time.  If its foundations, drainage and siting are not designed appropriately for the site then it will 
suffer damage and need future maintenance as well as continuing to be an eyesore. 
3.3  Drainage. High levels of precipitation are typical of the Glen and there tends to be rapid run off, 
so erosion of surfaces and effective drainage are major considerations.  There is no discussion of 
how the track and its surroundings will be/have been protected from erosion, In particular there is 
no submission of how, during construction, the systems and techniques used will avoid the silting of 
the nearby tributary of the South Esk.  If there is inadequate drainage provided by cross drains and 
effectively sited culverts then there will be overspill.  Silting of the tributary will lead to pollution by 
suspended solids of the SAC, which would be an offence.  It may be decided after consideration that 
the size of this development does not justify a full CAR licence, but specific advice should be sought 
from SEPA, particularly on silt trapping techniques and their maintenance and on post 
construction/improvement management. We have read the initial SEPA response and are familiar 
with their documentation on these aspects and the relevant regulatory regime.  From a site visit by a 
colleague it is noted that there is only one very crude culvert at present and that there are no cross 
drains/water bars.  In addition the existing drainage ditch along the west side of the track is poorly 
constructed and is in a terrible state in some sections, with the left bank being very unsightly with no 
vegetation management and the right bank eroding badly. There is a need for restoration and 
improvement. 
3.4. Materials to be used:  There is no mention of the type [local?], its appearance, source [the 
application heading mentions imported material], the requirement if any for borrow pits and their 
siting and proposed restoration post construction. 
3.5. Peat: there is no mention of whether peatland is on site and if so how any disturbance can be 
avoided [or local restoration could be carried out].  This aspect should be considered to ensure 
compliance with CNP policy and the Park’s Partnership Plan. 
3.6. Waste Storage and Collection; these aspects are not mentioned at all, especially waste from 
construction traffic and materials used. 
3.7.The track width is excessive.  There is a lack of clarity on what the eventual track width is 
proposed to be but given a working 10 metre width, this can anticipated to be far too great. 

4. Visual Impact:  The track currently is quite dominant in views on the approach to the upper 
narrower Glen Clova for some distance when approaching northwards on the B955. It detracts from 
the view into the classical deep, steep sided entrance to this glaciated landscape and is visually 
intrusive. It is conspicuous and detracts from its setting in the landscape. The insensitive line the 
track takes, its width, and the particular surface material used contribute to this; there has been no 
attempt at mitigation and from the current application there is no mitigation proposed.  The photo 
provided [Fig 2 at 2.9] is wide angled, and is taken under low light conditions, as are the other 
photos of track sections. Photos from viewpoints that typically visual receptors would use should be 
provided instead. In 2.18 of the Planning Statement it states that the track upgrade is visually 
negligible, we disagree. 

5. Other Features to Consider: There is a spur track at a new/temporary looking bridge at NG 327 
736.  Beyond the bridge the track continues to forest as a churned up route, not as a constructed 
track.  Do i] the bridge and ii] the track to the forest have consent, for example by Prior Notification? 
Similarly does the large turning area at the bottom of the track have or need permission? These 
features are not mentioned in the current application.  In the case of the bridge, this is merely a flat 
wooden planked structure located over a water course; there are no robust foundations or any bank 
protection measures to avoid collapse under the weight of vehicles etc and hence pollution by soil 
and silting of the water course, which drains into the nearby South Esk eventually. This requires 
some careful improvement and mitigation techniques used to prevent pollution at source. 

6. Planning Statement submitted as Supporting Information: we are in disagreement with the 
content, much of which we respectfully suggest is irrelevant. Several assertions are made that are 
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inaccurate and/or not supported by evidence to justify them, such as claims regarding compliance. 
For instance, in 3.2 it is stated that the application complies with the Tayplan.  This is unevidenced 
and we would argue that in this very rural context and sense of place that for example, the 
Cairngorms National Park Partnership Plan is far more relevant, yet that isn’t considered at all. It is 
worth mentioning that the presumption against new upland tracks in the latter [maybe at a higher 
level than this one] indicates the level of concern the Park authorities have regarding the 
proliferation of tracks in the NP.  The agent further at 2.19 states that the current track is native to 
the construction of rural tracks in this lower part of the glen; we would point out that this illustrates 
that several local tracks built maybe before the 2014 Order were indeed constructed to 
unsatisfactory standards. 
In 2.16, 2.20, 3.4 to mention just a few examples, assertions are made with no evidence base to 
support them. In 2.17 “drainage upgrades” are mentioned but there is no detail of them and why 
they can be regarded as upgrades. A point is made that the track will support tourism and recreation 
but there is no discussion of how this track might contribute to that; similarly access would be 
unsuitable for many people. 

For the reasons outlined in this correspondence we strongly object to his retrospective application.  
In summary, the track as it stands is in conflict with the aims of the National Park, specifically “a] to 
conserve and enhance the natural and cultural heritage of the area”.  We have additional concerns 
regarding natural heritage, visual impacts, poor drainage, insensitive construction and vegetation 
restoration, and the purpose and need for the track. If a track can be justified in this location and 
with a defined purpose, then we suggest that the existing track is restored to one that is more in 
keeping with an access track of reasonable width, sensitively constructed to SNH guidelines and 
bearing in mind the requirements of the local qualifying species of the SAC and SPA, with its 
appearance mitigated to sit less intrusively in the landscape. Surveys and assessments would be 
required and the planning authority of the National Park would need to set appropriate conditions 
to help ensure a satisfactory outcome. 

Should you have any queries at all about the contents of this letter, please contact me 

Yours sincerely 

Beryl Leatherland 

Convenor 
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